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INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY DELHI

Hauz Khas, New Delhi-110016
- (lndustrial Research & Development Unit)

No. ilrD/tRD/RPo4463c/ /(?tt 1
Advertisement No.: llTD/lRD/12212023

Dated:2210612023

Applications from lndian nationals are invited for Project Appointment under the following project, Appointment shall
be on contractual basis with consolidated pay, renewable yearly or upto the duration 6i tne prolect, whichever is
earlier. ffifua cR:x)-a-frr + a-{f, cTrrdrq drrrft-fii fr $ri{f, 3Trffftd f5('BT-A tr sgf57hc, sg.fra 3nrr* q{
€dffia *ra, a-ffirq Erffi+'qr qmsfrr frr:rqfu a-+., Jt sft.r6-e il, t erq ilrn

About the Project: Microstructure modification is essential in achieving mechanical property improvements,
specifically in metallic materials for engineering applications. One of the ways the modification can be achieved is
through severe plastic deformation (SPD) SPD process intensifies the crystal lattice defects leading to higher
dislocation density thus resulting in an exceptional grain refinement in the material. This enhances strength and
toughness without any other coupled processes. Equal channel angular pressing (ECAp) is the most recommended
SPD process ln general, SPD process on Ti alloys is complicated; however, it is possible to deform them by ECAp
process-based thermo-mechanical treatment (TMT), while considering at elevated temperatures. This is referred
as hot-ECAP process. The considered study would focus to increase the strength on metastable B-Ti alloys by
grain refinement through hot-ECAP process. The unique advantage of this alloy is that they exhibit stressinduced
martensitic phase transformation (SIMT) during defornration, leading to an additional plasticity and eventual
increase in strength-ductility relation of the material. The main role of the RA would involve optimizing the hot-ECAp
processing parameters to achieve maximum grain refinement in B-Ti alloys, and eventual microstructural and
mechanical characterization to achieve enhanced strength-ductility combination using advanced tools e.g.,
hydraulic press involving temperature chamber, x-ray diffraction, Scanning and transmission electron microscopy,
quasi-static/in situ mechanical testing etc. The day-to-day job responsibilities would include: a. Lead the team's
research activity in this area. b. Conduct required fabrication, testing and characterization c. Mentor phD/Master,s
students in the group and aid in writing original research articles and presenting in conferences, Also, help writing
new project proposals d. Deal with problems that may affect the achievement of research objectives and deadlines
e. carry out administrative tasks related direcily to the delivery of the research.
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Name of the Project
lnvestigator

Prof. Suresh Neelakantan
[email lD:sureshn@iitd.ac.i

Deptt/.Centre Department of Material Science & Engineering
Duration of the
Proiect

Upto',12t0212026

Post (s) Consolidated Pay-slab /
Fellowshio

* Qualifications

Research Associate-l
(1)

Rs.47,0001p.m. plus NRA @24% Ph.D in Materials/Metallurgical f ngrneGnng
related areas with specific expertise in thermo-
mechanical processing, microscopy, mechanical
properties and metal forming. Preference would
be given for candidates possessing expertise on:
SPD processes such as equal-channel angular
pressing; handling hydraulic/sintering presses
with controlled temperatures and FEM modelling
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The candidetes who are interested to apply for the above post should download Form No. IRD/REC-4 from the IRD
Website (http://ird.iitd.ac.in/rec) of llT Delhi and submit the duly filled form with complete information regarding
educational qualifications indicating percenlage of marks/division, details of work experience etc. by e-miit *it[
advertisement No. on the subject line to Prof. Suresh Neelakantan at email id:sureshn@iitd.ac.in
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llr Delhi reserves the right to fix higher criteria for short-listing of eligible candidates from those satisfying advertisedqualification and requirement br tne project post a-no thiir name will be displayed on web link(http://ird iitd.ac.in/shortlisted) alongwith tne ontine interview detaili only short-listed candidates will be informedfor online interview ln case any clirification is reQuired on eligibility regaroing the above post, the candidate maycontact Prof. Suresh Neerakantan at emair id: sureshn@iito.a-c.in ' "

5% relaxation of marks may be granted to the SC/ST Candidates. ln case of selection of a retired/superannuated
government employee, his/her salary will be fixed as per prevailing IRD norms. r{qE-d arfr-l rgqfu1 ;1-d-mfr
fi 3Fffii si 3{s} #r 5% qa fi dI sm-fi H. a-+ ffirga €r+lft +-ffi *'+qa * Hra-d fr r+r+-r a-crm d-da,
3{r*iTr* Hrd{st + rSwr aq Fs-qr HruJTT The last date for submitting the completed applications by e-mail ris 0510712023 by 5.00 p.m.
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